












Critical Strategic Issue

#1

Boom times drive growth, 

but create major challenges



Irish Foodservice Market Snapshot
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Ireland’s healthy tourism has 

been a boon to Economic Growth

We are determined to ensure 
that tourism growth 
continues. Our aim is to grow 
overseas tourism revenue 
in 2018 to €6bn, for the 
island of Ireland.

Niall Gibbons, CEO Tourism Ireland



Donohoe confirms ‘disastrous’ VAT rise to 13.5% for tourism
Budget 2019: Minister says measure will raise €466m for spending and is ‘responsible’





SATURATION?



One thing you notice as an 
Irish person who lives 

abroad… It’s the little things 
that change in between your 

visits home.



Like for instance – do you 
all absolutely have to be 

within 20 feckin’ feet of a 
Doughnut shop at all times?



€9.3Bn 

2021

CAGR 

4.4%

€8.2Bn

2018

3 Year Growth Outlook 2019-2021



Critical Strategic Issue

#2

Foreign investment is changing the nature 

of competition in Irish Foodservice 



International Chains move into 

Ireland’s Booming Market





Distributor 

Consolidation



Critical Strategic Issue

#3

Channels blur as food becomes 

point of differentiation



Non-traditional segments increasingly 

use food to compete



Non-traditional segments increasingly 

use food to compete



New 

Channels 

Emerge



Critical Strategic Issue

#4

Today’s Irish consumer has new demands



Convenience is the key Driver



Dayparts blur and traditional 

ways of dining are disappearing



Consumers are looking for more 

experience when eating out





Critical Strategic Issue

#5

The pros and woes of Ireland’s growing 

on-demand Foodservice culture





Delivery is a global disruptive trend
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Critical Strategic Issue

#6

Adopting the Millennial stat of mind: 

tech forward, automated



Globally, tech trends dominate

ORDER/PAY VIA APP

39% say it adds value 

to their restaurant 

experience, up by 

3% since 2017

ONLINE PAYMENT

39% say it adds value 

to their restaurant 

experience, up by 

4% since 2017

ONLINE ORDERING 

42% say it adds value 

to their restaurant 

experience, up by 

5% since 2017



Tech has broad implications for 
operational optimisation



Tech has broad implications for 
operational optimisation



Tech has broad implications for 
operational optimisation

Fleet management using
Internet of Things (IOT)



Technology enables regulatory compliance



Wide-ranging longer term implications 

as technology evolves



Critical Strategic Issue

#7

Diets re-defined: the changing 

palate of the Irish consumer



Health-oriented concepts showcase 

changing consumer demands



Health-oriented concepts showcase 

changing consumer demands



Health Diversifies

• Classics go plant-

based

• Functional callouts

• Significant focus 

on sustainability





Critical Strategic Issue

#8

Conscious operating practices the new standard



Packaging sustainability 
has become a major issue



Dunkin’ Donuts built a tiny, sustainable home that’s 

powered only by recycled coffee grounds

• Dunkin' Donuts collaborated with New Frontier Tiny Home to build a 275-square-
foot house powered by excess oils from recycled coffee grounds.

• Actress Olivia Wilde decorated the interior with black-stained, coffee-hued wood 
as well as pink and orange details inspired by Dunkin' Donuts' brand colours.

• The house is intended to demonstrate the efficiency of clean, sustainable energy.





Critical Strategic Issue

#9

Approaching Brexit, uncertainty 

is the only constant



Impact of Brexit on Ireland to be ‘negative and significant’

Significant resources must be set aside in readiness for impending risks, warns IMF



No-deal Brexit could cost Ireland more than 50,000 jobs, IMF warns

Washington-based fund study finds hard Brexit would hit State severely



Brexit could ruin Ireland’s food industry, Bruton and Ahern tell Lords

Former prime ministers John Bruton and Bertie Ahern issue warning about possible 

common external tariffs between Ireland and the UK

IRELAND



“If a last minute deal can be reached that will mean a hard border in Ireland as an 
unintended consequence, one wonders whether the rest of the EU would stick 
with the backstop.”

Last week, two years after 
the British referendum 
vote to leave the EU, we 
got the first detailed 
statement on what the 
British government wants 
to achieve with Brexit.



Foodservice industry 
primarily concerned with…

SUPPLY CHAIN/ 
LOGISTICS

SOURCING HIGHER 
PRICES



Why a Brexit might be good for Ireland



Could Brexit Bring Some Positives?

Barclays seeking to move €250bn business to Republic ahead of Brexit

Bank to ask court to allow it to transfer its non-UK European business to Dublin office





Continue 

to monitor 

and plan 

for Brexit



Invest in 

socially 

responsible 

practices



Have a 

strong 

focus on 

cost control



At the same 

time, invest in 

differentiation 

in all aspects of 

the business



Incorporate 

critical strategic 

issues into long-

term planning 

processes
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